Dragon Husband
Chapter 1465 Set A Small Goal
And Li Nianyi behind Wiliam looked at Wiliam blankly, not knowing what to say.
When he was patted on the shoulder by Wiliam just now, he had a feeling of hairy all over his body.
It seemed that everything was in this kid’s calculations.
However, he was puzzled, and he didn’t know what kind of confidence this kid had to say that.
It must be forcibly changing the respect!
With such thoughts, Li Nian squeezed a scornful smile, “Hahaha, this kid is still swollen with me to fill
my fat man! Okay, let’s take a look here and see when he comes out!”
With that, a group of people headed by Li Nianyi really sat at the entrance and waited.
There is a colorful stone at the entrance of the library.
Each color of the colorful stone corresponds to each floor of the library.
As long as someone enters the corresponding floor, the corresponding color will light up.
So this also put an end to the possibility that Wiliam wanted to stay on the first five floors and pass
the level foolishly.
Soon, the purple color representing the first layer lit up, indicating that Wiliam had entered the first
layer.
And Wiliam entered the entrance, and indeed quickly came to the first floor.
This library of books is called Luo Tian Mikong, and it is a book building that extends from the ground
floor to the underground.
Wiliam’s goal was clear, and he went directly to the seventh floor.
As for the contents of the first few layers of books, Wiliam can read it again by Wen Ren Qing Qing.
Wiliam quickly found the door leading to the second floor.
And the people outside were a little bit frightened.
Because the color of the colorful stone lights up too fast.
Purple, blue, cyan, green, yellow…
In the blink of an eye, Wiliam had already reached the fifth floor.

Lights up orange!
While everyone was still in a daze, Wiliam had already reached the sixth floor.
A strange feeling rose in everyone’s heart.
This kid didn’t even cherish this opportunity at all, and he didn’t have the consciousness to study hard.
Actually went to the seventh floor.
This is even more destined for this kid to go down this time and get nothing.
Soon, the red representing the seventh layer lit up.
At this moment, everyone was almost suffocated.
“I can’t help myself!” Li Nianyi sneered.
Wiliam, who was underground, slowly pushed open the door of the last floor with both hands.
As soon as the door was pushed, a mighty and mighty coercion rushed towards him.
Wiliam almost at the same time, his feet softened, and he felt like a mountain on his back instantly!
His puffy cold sweat poured out in an instant!
Wiliam’s heart stunned, as expected!
This seventh floor is so interesting.
Wiliam forcibly mobilized his vigor to fight against this coercion.
However, despite contending for a while, Wiliam had a kind of consciousness.
This balance will not last long.
According to his current strength, he can only maintain it for a few days at most.
No matter how long it takes, your body will collapse.
He stepped into the seventh level without rushing to check relevant knowledge content.
He asked the ancestor of the sky green unicorn first in his heart, “Old ancestor, do you know the
weirdness of this place?”
With this old evildoer, Wiliam saved much time to inquire about many things.
The vicissitudes of Qing Qilin’s voice rang in Wiliam’s mind, “Ho ho ho, a familiar taste.”
“Familiar taste?” Wiliam asked again.

“It’s the bones of a strong man of my time. It’s a different way of thinking to think of being refined
into a training place.” Azure Qilin said lightly.
Wiliam understood this immediately.
It turned out that the seventh floor of the space was forged from the bones of the ancient beast
powerhouse in the Azure Qilin era.
The bones of this strong man are still in the aftermath of death, as long as they enter this space, they
will be pressured.
After thinking about it this way, Wiliam understood.
When chatting with Lin Jiang before, Lin Jiang also mentioned that when he was in their Phoenix
Forest, he walked through a kind of step, and the more heavier he went, the stronger he was. Is it also
the bones of such a strong man?
“Then how can I break it?” Wiliam asked.
“Ho ho, this is a good opportunity for cultivation. You used to focus on refining blood, and you have
forged your bones recently, but you didn’t pay attention to tempering your body. Think about it
carefully.” Azure Qilin said, just okay. Screamed.
Obviously he believed that Wiliam was extremely talented and could quickly comprehend all kinds of
mysteries.
And Wiliam was drunk by a sentence from the Azure Kirin, and his head became clear for an instant!
Yes, if the human body is divided into three layers: blood, flesh, and bone, I have always focused on
bloodline cultivation, and I have recently forged my bones.
It just missed the **.
And if you want to be more refined, this ** quenching chain must also be on the agenda.
According to the barrel principle, now ** is Wiliam’s biggest shortcoming.
Thinking of this, Wiliam couldn’t help feeling agitated.
This kind of coercion is always squeezing s*x, and he has to be mentally tight for twenty-four hours to
resist the coercion.
Naturally, it is a very magical way of tempering the body.
Of course, if it is an ordinary person, there is one thing to worry about.
That is, I don’t know where my end is, and if I haven’t had time to escape, I’m squeezed and collapsed,
and I am killed here.
Wiliam has this kind of worry.
Because from the words of the Azure Kylin ancestor, Wiliam grasped a point very keenly.
The ancestor specifically emphasized that it was the skeleton of the strong man of his time.

What does that show?
Wiliam planned to give it a try.
He released the blood of the ancestor of the eternal unicorn.
The aura of blood rushed through Wiliam’s body instantly.
This kind of turbulence gave Wiliam the illusion that he was ecstatic.
The pressure on him was directly offset.
Seeing this effect, Wiliam smiled.
Sure enough!
The powerhouses of that era are naturally unattainable for people nowadays.
But for Wiliam’s bloodline, this coercion no longer exists.
Especially Wiliam still had his ancestors in his body now.
The ancestors were one of the four strongest in those days.
Where would you be afraid of other strong people?
Not to mention that this is just the bones of the strong.
The old ancestor said those words to give Wiliam a hint.
After testing, Wiliam immediately confirmed this fact.
It seems that coming down this time is interesting.
Wiliam looked at this small space and slowly calmed down.
He didn’t intend to cheat with his own blood all the time.
He has to harden his body until he can’t hold it, use some blood aura to slow down and rest for a while.
When the rest is almost done, continue to temper the body.
To go back and forth like this is the best fit for Wiliam’s current state.
Of course, Wiliam also set a small goal for himself in his heart.
Stay here for a month!
I went out a month later and gave the people outside, especially Li Nianyi a surprise.
This is really a pleasant decision.

